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Abstract This study presents a novel impact time and angle constrained guidance law for homing

missiles. The guidance law is first developed with the prior-assumption of a stationary target, which

is followed by the practical extension to a maneuvering target scenario. To derive the closed-form

guidance law, the trajectory reshaping technique is utilized and it results in defining a specific poly-

nomial function with two unknown coefficients. These coefficients are determined to satisfy the

impact time and angle constraints as well as the zero miss distance. Furthermore, the proposed

guidance law has three additional guidance gains as design parameters which make it possible to

adjust the guided trajectory according to the operational conditions and missile’s capability.

Numerical simulations are presented to validate the effectiveness of the proposed guidance law.
� 2016 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

A major objective of terminal guidance is to achieve a mini-
mum miss distance.1,2 Current guidance applications, however,

also require to impose additional terminal constraints like
impact angle and impact time to improve the guidance perfor-
mance. In order to enhance the effectiveness of the warhead, a

particular terminal impact angle should be specified. By com-
parison, the impact time constraint is imposed to achieve a
salvo attack or a cooperative attack for homing missiles, which
can greatly enhance the survivability of the missile against

advanced defense systems. Due to these important reasons,
the guidance laws with multiple terminal constraints have been
extensively studied in the past few decades.

Since the concept of impact angle guidance was initially
reported in 1973,3 a large amount of work has been performed
towards solving this problem. As a typical work in this area,
modified proportional navigation guidance (PNG) laws were

investigated to fulfill the impact angle constraints.4–8 Except
for the modified PNG, some other control methods, such as
optimal control,9–11 suboptimal control12–14 and sliding mode

control (SMC),15–18 have also been utilized to derive the
impact angle constrained guidance laws. Compared with the
impact angle control laws, the studies on the impact time

control guidance law are relatively rare.19–22
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Fig. 1 Engagement geometry.
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The guidance scheme proposed in Ref.23 initiated the
research area where both impact angle and impact time are
constrained. From then on, there have been some valuable

contributions made in this field.24–27 Through a combination
of line-of-sight (LOS) rate shaping process and a second-
order SMC approach, an impact time and angle (ITA) guid-

ance law was developed in Ref.24 for engaging a modern war-
fare ship. A closed-form ITA guidance law was presented in
Ref.25, where a feedback term was added to a specially con-

structed biased PNG to satisfy the ITA constraints. In
Ref.26, an optimal ITA guidance scheme for the nonlinear mis-
sile model was derived, which not only ensured the ITA
requirements but achieved the minimum integral square con-

trol efforts as well. Based on the polynomial guidance law ana-
lyzed in Refs.28,29, an augmented polynomial guidance law was
devised in Ref.27 to solve the ITA guidance problem. With the

proper selection of the guidance gains, the generated homing
trajectory turned out to be quite similar to the optimal
solution.

In this paper, a new closed-form ITA guidance law is devel-
oped for homing missiles. The focus is first placed on engaging
a stationary target. To derive the proposed guidance law, a tra-

jectory reshaping process is introduced. This process results in
defining a specific polynomial function with two unknown
coefficients. One is tuned to adjust the length of the homing
trajectory so as to achieve the impact time requirement. The

other is determined to make the polynomial function equal
to zero at each time step, so that the terminal impact angle
constraint as well as the zero miss distance can be satisfied.

Using the obtained solutions of the two coefficients, the guid-
ance command can be expressed as a combination of an
impact angle control law and a bias term, which is incorpo-

rated to annul the impact time error. After well developed,
the guidance law is further extended to deal with maneuvering
targets using the notion of predicted interception point (PIP).

The associated modification in the guidance command with
respect to a maneuvering target is also illustrated.

With respect to the previously published ITA guidance
methods, the proposed guidance scheme could provide several

advantages in the following aspects. Firstly, the approach
developed in Ref.24 requires an optimization routine to gener-
ate feasible LOS angle and rate profiles that meet the impact

time and angle constraints, whereas such process is not needed
in the implementation of the proposed ITA guidance law.
Secondly, as long as the engagement conditions are deter-

mined, the guidance laws in Refs.23,25 would result in certain
homing trajectories. The proposed law, however, has three
guidance gains as design parameters which can be utilized to
shape the homing trajectory and command profile in accor-

dance with the missile’s capability. In particular, the guided
trajectories could exhibit similar behavior to the energy
optimal solutions by choosing proper guidance gains for a

given engagement. Although the numerical guidance strategy
investigated in Ref.26 could minimize the integral square
control efforts, it requires to solve the two point boundary

value problem on line and additional computational burdens
would be imposed on the missile-borne computer. So its prac-
tical application is limited. Thirdly, while the works in

Refs.23,25–27 just focused on stationary targets, this work also
lays emphasis on engaging targets that are maneuvering.
2. System model and problem formulation

Consider a planar homing engagement between the missile M
and the target T as depicted in Fig. 1. The missile is assumed to

be traveling at a constant velocity V and the target is assumed
to be stationary. The positions of the missile and the target in
the inertial X–Y coordinate are denoted as (x, y) and (xf, yf),

respectively. The missile’s heading angle is represented by h.
The acceleration command u is applied normal to the missile’s
velocity vector.

The equations of motion for the homing engagement are

given as9

_x ¼ Vcos h

xðt0Þ ¼ x0; xðtfÞ ¼ xf

�
ð1Þ

_y ¼ Vsin h

yðt0Þ ¼ y0; yðtfÞ ¼ yf

�
ð2Þ

_h ¼ u

V
hðt0Þ ¼ h0; hðtfÞ ¼ hf

(
ð3Þ

where t0 and tf are the initial launch time and the designated
impact time, respectively; hf is the desired impact angle. Note
that the values of tf and hf are determined before the missile
is launched.

The design goal of the ITA guidance law can be summa-
rized as follows. It is equivalent to designing a controller u
such that

lim
t!tf

x ! xf; lim
t!tf

y ! yf; lim
t!tf

h ! hf ð4Þ

It can be observed from Eqs. (1)–(3) that the equations of

motion treat t as the independent variable. In terms of the
homing guidance problem, however, the downrange x is a bet-
ter choice for the independent variable due to the fact that xf
always corresponds to the target’s location while tf varies with
different selections of impact time.24 Hence, with respect to the
independent variable x, a new set of equations of motion can
be derived as

y0 ¼ tan h

yðx0Þ ¼ y0; yðxfÞ ¼ yf

�
ð5Þ

h0 ¼ u

V2cos h
hðx0Þ ¼ h0; hðxfÞ ¼ hf

8<
: ð6Þ
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t0 ¼ 1

Vcos h
tðx0Þ ¼ t0; tðxfÞ ¼ tf

8<
: ð7Þ

If the X-axis is defined in a way that makes the desired
impact angle hf equal to zero, as in the general impact angle
control problems, the equations of motion, i.e., Eqs. (5) and

(6), can be further transformed to the following linearized
form:19,23,27

y0 ¼ h ð8Þ

h0 ¼ u

V2
ð9Þ

Correspondingly, the design goal can be equivalently
described as follows:

lim
x!xf

y ! yf; lim
x!xf

h ! 0
�
; lim

x!xf
t ! tf ð10Þ
3. Guidance law with only impact angle constraint

In this section, the state feedback guidance law for engaging a
stationary target with only impact angle constraint is derived.
Before moving on, two variables are designed as follows:

r ¼ y� yf ¼ �ygo; r0 ¼ y0 ¼ h ð11Þ
From Eq. (11), it can be drawn that the miss distance will

be minimized and the desired impact angle can be achieved
as long as r and r0 are both driven to zero as the downrange

x goes to xf. Therefore, the guidance law should be designed
to drive both r and r0 to zero as the missile approaches the
target.

To devise the guidance law, a specific polynomial function
is first defined as follows:

n ¼ r0 þ n

xgo

r� Axp
go � Bxq

go ð12Þ

where xgo ¼ xf � x; n, p, q, A and B are constants that need to

be determined.
Assuming that n = 0, one can get the following first-order

linear differential equation:

r0 þ n

xgo

r� Axp
go � Bxq

go ¼ 0 ð13Þ

By solving this equation, the analytic solution for r can be

obtained as

r ¼ Cxn
go �

A

p� nþ 1
xpþ1
go � B

q� nþ 1
xqþ1
go ð14Þ

where C is a constant determined by the initial condition as
follows:

C ¼ r0

xn
go0

þ A

p� nþ 1
xp�nþ1
go0 þ B

q� nþ 1
xq�nþ1
go0 ð15Þ

where r0 and xgo0 represent the initial values of r and xgo.

Then, differentiating Eq. (14) with respect to x, we can
obtain the analytic solution of r0 as

r0 ¼ �Cnxn�1
go þ Aðpþ 1Þ

p� nþ 1
xp
go þ

Bðqþ 1Þ
q� nþ 1

xq
go ð16Þ
By inspecting Eqs. (14) and (16), it can be drawn that both
r and r0 will reach zero as x goes to xf (i.e. xgo goes to zero) as
long as the conditions n= 0, n > 1, p > 0, q> 0, p – n � 1

and q – n � 1 hold.
For the sake of involving the impact time constraint into

the guidance law design in the next section, the coefficients A

and B need to be determined separately and thus p and q
should not be equal to each other. Without loss of generality,
the coefficients n, p and q are selected such that the condition

q> p> n � 1 > 0 holds.
Remark 1. The above analysis reveals that Eq. (13) essentially
defines a reasonable homing trajectory for the missile; that is,
as long as the system states satisfy Eq. (13), both r and r0

would be driven to zero at x= xf, which guarantees a mini-
mum miss distance as well as a zero impact angle error. Hence,
the design goal of the impact angle control guidance law can be

accordingly transformed to maintaining n at zero during the
entire homing phase.

To achieve this requirement at the initial time (i.e., n = 0 at

x= x0), the condition r0
0 þ n

xgo0
r0 � Axp

go0 � Bxq
go0 ¼ 0 must

hold, from which the coefficient A can be determined as

A ¼ r0
0

x
p
go0

þ nr0
x
pþ1
go0

� Bxq�p
go0

¼ h0
x
p
go0

� nygo0

x
pþ1
go0

� Bxq�p
go0

ð17Þ

where ygo0 represents the initial value of ygo.

Then, the guidance command should be derived to make n
identically equal to zero during the remaining flight. Since the
coefficient A has been tuned to meet n = 0, the guidance com-

mand just needs to make n0 equal to zero. Taking the derivative
of Eq. (12) and letting it equal to zero yield

n0 ¼ r0 þ nr
x2go

þ nr0
xgo

þ Apxp�1
go þ Bqxq�1

go

¼ h0 � nygo
x2go

þ nh
xgo

þ Apxp�1
go þ Bqxq�1

go ¼ 0
ð18Þ

Associating this result with Eq. (9), we can obtain the guid-

ance command as

u ¼ V2
nygo
x2
go

� nh
xgo

� Apxp�1
go � Bqxq�1

go

 !
ð19Þ

Remark 2. From Eqs. (17) and (19), it can be observed that
although the guidance command is expressed in a state feed-

back form, the coefficient A is calculated using the initial sys-
tem states. Because the linearized equations of motion, i.e.,
Eqs. (8) and (9), are utilized in the guidance law design, large
approximation errors may be produced in the initial homing

phase, which would lead to terminal state errors. Further note
that in practical implementation, the guidance command can-
not be achieved immediately after its generation owing to the

autopilot lag. In addition, the guidance command that the mis-
sile can generate is bounded according to the missile’s capabil-
ity. These limitations may also cause large miss distance or

violation of terminal constraints. To enhance the robustness
of the guidance law, the coefficient A is suggested to be initial-
ized and recalculated at each step of x as follows:

A ¼ h
xp
go

� nygo

xpþ1
go

� Bxq�p
go ð20Þ
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The aforementioned equation ensures that the condition
n = 0 holds at each step of x, which implies that the homing
trajectory is reshaped continuously.

By substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (19), the associated guid-
ance command can be transformed to the following form:

u ¼ V2
nðpþ 1Þygo

x2
go

� ðnþ pÞh
xgo

þ Bðp� qÞxq�1
go

" #
ð21Þ

It can be clearly seen from Eq. (21) that the guidance com-

mand consists of three components. The first component con-
trols the missile to the collision course, thus enabling it to hit
the target. The second component contributes to the achieve-

ment of the desired impact angle. The third component corre-
sponds to a bias term that accounts for some other
requirements, if needed. To further analyze the characteristics
of the guidance command Eq. (21), the associated closed-form

solutions for the system states will be derived in the following
discussion.

Using Eqs. (9), (11) and (21), the following linear second-

order ordinary differential equation can be obtained:

r00 þ nþ p

xgo

r0 þ nðpþ 1Þ
x2
go

r� Bðp� qÞxq�1
go ¼ 0 ð22Þ

Solving Eq. (22) yields

r ¼ m1x
n
go þm2x

pþ1
go � B

q� nþ 1
xqþ1
go ð23Þ

Then, taking the derivative of Eq. (23), we can obtain the
solution for r0 as

r0 ¼ �m1nx
n�1
go �m2ðpþ 1Þxp

go þ
ðqþ 1ÞB
q� nþ 1

xq
go ð24Þ

The coefficients m1 and m2 in Eqs. (23) and (24) are both
constants that are determined by the initial conditions as

m1 ¼ 1
ðp�nþ1Þxn

go0

�ðpþ 1Þygo0 þ xgo0h0
�

þ p�q
q�nþ1

Bxqþ1
go0

i
m2 ¼ 1

ðp�nþ1Þxpþ1
go0

nygo0 � xgo0h0 þ Bxqþ1
go0

� �

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð25Þ

Hence, the closed-form solutions for the guidance system

states can be obtained from Eqs. (11), (23) and (24) as

y ¼ m1x
n
go þm2x

pþ1
go � B

q�nþ1
xqþ1
go þ yf

h ¼ �m1nx
n�1
go �m2ðpþ 1Þxp

go þ ðqþ1ÞB
q�nþ1

xq
go

(
ð26Þ

It can be drawn from these solutions that the terminal

requirements are always satisfied even through the coefficient
B is an arbitrary constant. This result reveals that in addition
to the constraints on miss distance and impact angle, the guid-

ance law Eq. (21) is able to provide an additional degree of
freedom by B, which can be used to shape the homing trajec-
tory to fulfill the impact time constraint. Note that in terms of
the impact angle control guidance problem, the coefficient B

can be simply set to zero, thus reducing the guidance law
Eq. (21) to the following simple form:

uIA ¼ V2
nðpþ 1Þygo

x2
go

� ðnþ pÞh
xgo

" #
ð27Þ
4. Guidance law with impact time and angle constraints

Based on the analysis in Section 3, the ITA guidance law will
be derived in this section. Note that regardless of the selection

of B, the missile can be steered to intercept the target along the
desired impact angle by employing the guidance law Eq. (21).
In the sequel, a proper value of B will be found to meet the

impact time requirement.
Because the missile maintains a constant velocity, the

impact time constraint can be equivalently achieved by adjust-
ing the length of the homing trajectory. That is, the length of

the predicted flight trajectory at the current time should be
equal to the desired distance to go, i.e., Sgo ¼ S�

go, where

S�
go ¼ Vðtf � tÞ ð28Þ
As suggested by Kim et al.29, the calculation of the length

of the homing trajectory can be approximated as follows:

Sgo ¼
Z xf

x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðy0Þ2

q
dg �

Z xf

x

1þ 1

2
h2ðgÞ

� �
dg

¼ xgo þ 1
2

Z xf

x

h2ðgÞdg
ð29Þ

Note that the trajectory length Sgo is calculated at each step

of x, and the closed-form solution h in Eq. (26) should be
transformed to the following form:

hðgÞ ¼ �m̂1nðxf � gÞn�1 � m̂2ðpþ 1Þðxf � gÞp
þ ðqþ1ÞB

q�nþ1
ðxf � gÞq ð30Þ

where

m̂1 ¼ 1
ðp�nþ1Þxngo �ðpþ 1Þygo þ xgoh

�
þ p�q

q�nþ1
Bxqþ1

go

i
m̂2 ¼ 1

ðp�nþ1Þxpþ1
go

nygo � xgohþ Bxqþ1
go

� �

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð31Þ

Substitute Eq. (30) into Eq. (29), and the estimated trajec-
tory length can be obtained as

Sgo ¼ M1x
2qþ1
go B2 � ðM2ygox

q
go þM3hx

qþ1
go ÞBþ �Sgo ð32Þ

where

M1 ¼ ðp�qÞ2 ½npþnqþð2n�1Þpqþn�
ð2n�1Þð2pþ1Þð2qþ1ÞðnþpÞðnþqÞðpþqþ1Þ

M2 ¼ nðp�qÞðpþ1Þð2pþq�2npþ1Þ
ð2n�1Þð2pþ1ÞðnþpÞðnþqÞðpþqþ1Þ

M3 ¼ pqðp�qÞ�nðp�qÞðpþqþ2pqþ1Þ
ð2n�1Þð2pþ1ÞðnþpÞðnþqÞðpþqþ1Þ

�Sgo ¼ n2ðpþ1Þ2
ð2n�1Þð2pþ1ÞðnþpÞ �

y2go
xgo

þ nþpð2n�1Þ
2ð2n�1Þð2pþ1ÞðnþpÞ xgoh

2

� nðpþ1Þ
ð2n�1Þð2pþ1ÞðnþpÞ ygohþ xgo

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð33Þ

The term �Sgo in Eq. (33) denotes the trajectory length that is

estimated by Eq. (29) with B= 0. It is worth noticing that �Sgo

also corresponds to the distance to gounder the guidance law uIA.
As mentioned before, the estimated trajectory length should

be equal to the desired distance to go. Hence, from Eqs. (28)
and (32), the following quadratic equation can be derived in

terms of B:

M1x
2qþ1
go B2 � ðM2ygox

q
go þM3hx

qþ1
go ÞB� ed ¼ 0 ð34Þ

where ed ¼ S�
go � �Sgo represents the error of distance to go.
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Apparently, to achieve the desired impact time require-
ment, the value of B should be chosen to satisfy Eq. (34).
Therefore, B can be obtained as

B ¼ M2ygo þM3hxgo

2M1x
qþ1
go

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM2ygo þM3hxgoÞ2 þ 4M1xgoed

q
2M1x

qþ1
go

ð35Þ

Substitute Eq. (35) into Eq. (21), and the ITA guidance law

can be finally obtained. Note that to ensure the existence of a
real value of B, the discriminant of Eq. (34) must be equal to or

larger than zero, i.e., ðM2ygo þM3hxgoÞ2 þ 4M1xgoed P 0:

From Eq. (33), it can be concluded that M1 is larger than zero
since q > p > n � 1 > 0. Hence, a real value of B will always

exist as long as ed P 0. In particular, considering this condi-
tion at the initial time, one can get the following result:

tf P
�Sgo0

V
ð36Þ

where �Sgo0 is the initial estimation of distance to go under the

guidance law uIA. Essentially, Eq. (36) defines the principle for
the selection of the desired impact time. In this way, the coef-
ficient ed has always a positive value at the initial time, and the

proposed ITA guidance law can be utilized to enforce ed to
zero.

For numerical stability in practical implementation, the

imaginary roots of the quadratic equation should be avoided.
In this regard, ed can be modified to be the following form:23

ed ¼ max ðed; 0Þ ð37Þ
In this case, the quadratic Eq. (34) will always have two real

roots. Note that when ed is null, the impact time error is elim-
inated. This result implies that the distance to go under the
application of uIA is equal to the desired distance to go and

thus the corresponding value of B is equal to zero. From the
above analysis, it can be concluded that the sign of the second
term on the right hand side of Eq. (35) should be determined to
fulfill such a condition that B = 0 when ed ¼ 0. This conclu-

sion also results in choosing the smaller one in absolute value
out of the two real solutions of B.
Remark 3. From the above analysis, it can be drawn that the

proposed ITA guidance law is able to achieve the desired
impact time and angle requirements as long as the parameters
n, p and q are selected in accordance with q> p> n � 1 > 0.

This conclusion indicates that the guidance law has three guid-
ance gains as design parameters to shape the homing trajectory
without violation of the desired terminal constraints. Accord-
ingly, the proposed ITA guidance law possesses the capabilities

to generate feasible homing trajectories in relation to the oper-
ational conditions as well as the missile’s capability.
Remark 4. In some cases, it is difficult to make the heading

angle be small all the time during the flight, which implies that
the linearized equations (i.e., Eqs. (8) and (9)) would be inac-
curate. Fortunately, the error caused by linearization can be

gradually reduced by using the proposed guidance law. This
is because the homing trajectory is continuously reshaped
according to the instantaneous states and the desired terminal

constraints during the flight. This statement is verified by
numerical simulations in Section 6.2.
5. Application of ITA guidance law to maneuvering targets

This section details the steps in the application of the ITA
guidance law to the maneuvering target scenario. The target

is assumed to be traveling at a constant velocity Vt which is
much smaller than that of the missile.24 The target’s heading
angle is denoted as ht and it is changed by the lateral acceler-

ation at.
The associated equations of motion of the target are given

as

_xt ¼ Vtcos ht
_yt ¼ Vtsin ht
_ht ¼ at

Vt

8><
>: ð38Þ

where at, the target’s lateral acceleration, is assumed to be a
constant during the entire homing phase.

In the sequel, the ITA guidance law will be extended to deal

with a maneuvering target using the idea of PIP. The PIP is
defined as the point at which the missile is expected to intercept
the target. For the sake of clarity, a sample trajectory of the

target is shown in Fig. 2.
Because the target executes a constant maneuver, the asso-

ciated trajectory turns out to be a circle arc with O0(ox, oy) as
the center. The radius, central angle and length of the circle arc
are represented by rc, Ca and lc respectively. From the geomet-
rical relationship depicted in Fig. 2, the interception point can
be predicted as30

xf ¼ xt þ V2
t

at
cos ht � p

2

	 
� �cos
attgo
Vt

þ p
2
� ht

� �i
yf ¼ yt þ V2

t

at
sin ht � p

2

	 
� þsin
attgo
Vt

þ p
2
� ht

� �i
8><
>: ð39Þ

where (xt, yt) represents the instantaneous target position and
tgo the estimated time to go. As is well known, the most widely
used tgo calculation method is tgo = r/Vc, where r and Vc rep-

resent the range and the closing velocity between the missile
and the target, respectively. However, this method can provide
good estimates of tgo only when the missile is slightly deviated
from the collision course. For the ITA guidance problem, the

homing trajectory is highly curved in general and thus the term
r/Vc may give poor tgo estimation. To overcome this difficulty,
an improved tgo estimation method is utilized in this work,31

which is expressed as

tgo ¼ r

V
1þ ðh� kÞ2

4N� 2

" #
ð40Þ
Fig. 2 Sample trajectory of target.
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where k is the LOS angle and N the proportional navigation

constant.
Note that if the target’s lateral acceleration is zero, i.e.,

at = 0 m/s2, the heading angle of the target would maintain

a constant value and a straight flight would be resulted in. In
this case, the predicted interception point can be simply deter-
mined by the following equations:22

xf ¼ xt þ Vtcos httgo
yf ¼ yt þ Vtsin httgo

�
ð41Þ

In terms of intercepting a maneuvering target with a desig-
nated impact angle at a desired impact time, the variables xf
and yf, in Eq. (21) for a stationary target, should be updated
using Eq. (39) (or Eq. (41)) at each time step.

Note that Eq. (40) guarantees that the estimated time to go

would converge to a neighborhood of the actual time to go. So
the predicted interception point would also converge to a
neighborhood of the actual interception point. Fig. 3 depicts

a sample trajectory of the predicted xf. As can be seen, the pre-
dicted xf trajectory would first approach the actual xf and then
oscillate around it. Such phenomena, however, may lead to

singularities in the solution of B at the later stage of the hom-
ing phase. The reasons are explained as follows. Substituting
Eq. (26) into Eq. (34) yields

M1 � M2

q�nþ1
� M3ðqþ1Þ

q�nþ1

h i
x2qþ1
go B2

þ½m1ðM2 þ nM3Þxnþq
go þm2ðM2 þ pM3

þM3Þxpþqþ1
go �B� ed ¼ 0

ð42Þ

By solving this equation, the solution for B can be obtained
as

B ¼ �ðC2 þ C3x
p�nþ1
go Þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðC2 þ C3x

p�nþ1
go Þ2 þ 4C1x1�2n

go ed

q� �

� 2C1x
q�nþ1
go

� ��1

ð43Þ
where C1 ¼ M1 � M2

q�nþ1
� M3ðqþ1Þ

q�nþ1
, C2 ¼ m1ðM2 þ nM3Þ and

C3 ¼ m2ðM2 þ pM3 þM3Þ are constants. Since the predicted
xf would oscillate around the actual xf, it may be equal to
the instantaneous downrange x at the later stage of the homing

phase (e.g., the point Tp (tp, xfp)), which implies that xgo =
0 m occurs before the time tf. Associating this result with Eq.
(43), we can find that a singularity would appear in the solu-

tion of B.
For numerical stability in the guidance law implementation,

the calculation of B is modified to be the following form:
Fig. 3 Sample trajectory of predicted xf.
B ¼
M2ygoþM3hxgo

2M1x
qþ1
go

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM2ygoþM3hxgoÞ2þ4M1xgoed

p
2M1x

qþ1
go

0 6 t 6 tf � D

Bðtf � DÞ tf � D < t 6 tf

8<
:

ð44Þ
where D is a constant that needs to be determined, and
Bðtf � DÞ the value of B at the time tf � D.
Remark 5. (Choice of D) In order to ensure a satisfactory guid-

ance performance, the value of D should be chosen neither too
large nor too small. On the one hand, a relatively large D
should be selected to avoid the singularities in the solution

of B. On the other hand, a small D is required to guarantee
the impact time accuracy. Therefore, there is a trade-off in
the selection of D.

6. Numerical simulations

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed ITA guidance law,
numerical simulations are performed for a variety of scenarios

in this section. The parameters used in the following cases,
unless specified, are listed in Table 1. Note that all simulations
are terminated when the distance between the missile and tar-

get is less than 0.5 m.

6.1. Case study for different impact time

The simulations in this case are performed with different
impact time, and the results are shown in Fig. 4. Note that
results regarding the engagement of the target with only

impact angle constraint (i.e., without impact time constraint)
are also involved in the simulations, which are represented
by the solid lines.

From the observation of the solid lines, it can be found that

the missile is able to intercept the target with the desired
impact angle at roughly 41 s and the magnitude of the acceler-
ation is about �13 m/s2. According to the discussion in Sec-

tion 4 (see Eq. (36)), the desired impact time should be
chosen larger than 41 s in the ITA guidance law application.
As a consequence, the impact time 50, 60 and 70 s are selected

in this case, and the associated results are represented by
dashed lines.

As can be drawn from Fig. 4(a) and (b), the proposed ITA
guidance law enables the missile to change its course to meet

different impact time demands. The corresponding impact
time errors and impact angle errors are listed in Table 2. From
these results, it can be found that the impact time and angle

constraints are both satisfied. From Fig. 4(c), it can be clearly
seen that as the desired impact time increases, the magnitude of
the acceleration command increases. However, all the acceler-

ation commands converge to small magnitudes in the terminal
Table 1 Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

(x0, y0) (m) (0, 500) at (m/s2) �0.2

h0 (�) 30 n 2

(xf, yf) (m) (10,000, 0) p 1.5

V (m/s) 250 q 2.5

Vt (m/s) 10 N 3

ht0 (�) 135 D (s) 10



Fig. 4 Simulation results for different impact time.

Table 2 Impact time and angle errors for different impact

time cases.

Desired impact time

(s)

Impact time error

(s)

Impact angle error

(�)

Without tf constraint N/A 0.0090

50 0.0027 0.0042

60 0.0026 0.0026

70 0.0031 0.0022
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homing phase, which ensures some operational margin for the
guidance command to deal with potential disturbances. Note
that the discontinuity of the acceleration command results

from the switch of the solution of B. Fig. 4(d) presents the his-

tories of the bias term BV2ðp� qÞxq�1
go , which is used to elimi-

nate the impact time errors. As can be seen, the magnitude of

the bias term also has the proportional relationship with the
desired impact time, i.e., the larger tf is, the larger the magni-
tude of the bias term will be. It can be further noted from

Fig. 4(d) that the bias terms converge to zero as the missile
approaches the target. It implies that the impact time error
gradually vanishes and correspondingly the ITA guidance

law reduces to the impact angle guidance law Eq. (27).

6.2. Case study for different launch angles

This set of simulations is conducted by choosing a specific
impact time of 60 s and allowing the launch angle to vary
among values of 0�, 60�, 120� and 180�. The results for these
simulations are depicted in Fig. 5.
For each designated launch angle, Fig. 5(a) demonstrates that

the guidance law is capable of generating a feasible trajectory
which fulfills the impact angle requirement. From Fig. 5(b), it
is revealed that the heading angle histories converge to zero at
roughly 60 s, indicating that the impact time constraint is satis-

fied aswell. The concrete values of impact time errors and impact
angle errors are shown in Table 3. Further, from the results in
Fig. 5(a) and (c), one can observe that a relatively large magni-

tude of lateral acceleration is required during the period when
the missile changes its course, especially for the turning back
maneuver. The simulation results in this subsection validate that

the proposed ITA guidance law is able to achieve the desired ter-
minal constraints even in the presence of large initial heading
errors.

6.3. Case study for different impact angles

In this part, the simulations are performed with different
impact angles of 0�, �30� and �60�. The desired impact time

is set to be 50 s. The flight trajectories, heading angle histories
and acceleration command histories are shown in Fig. 6.

It can be seen that successful interceptions are guaranteed

for all the three cases. The impact angle errors and impact time
errors for this set of simulations are shown in Table 4, which
validates that the impact time and angle constraints are satis-

fied as well. Because different impact angle constraints are
imposed, these flight trajectories are apparently different from
each other from roughly 20 s onwards. The flight trajectory for

the case of hf ¼ 0� is more curved than the others, and thus, the
corresponding magnitude of the acceleration command is
much larger. Also, it can be found that no sudden change
occurs in guidance command for the case of hf ¼ 60�, which



Fig. 5 Simulation results for different launch angles.

Table 3 Impact time and angle errors for different launch

angle cases.

Launch angle (�) Impact time error (s) Impact angle error (�)

0 0.0026 0.0026

60 0.0023 0.0027

120 0.0021 0.0036

180 0.0027 0.0055
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implies that the solution of B in this case would not switch dur-
ing the entire flight.

6.4. Case study for comparative analysis

The simulations in this part aim at providing comparative
analysis between the proposed ITA guidance law and the guid-

ance law investigated in Ref.23 (Lee’s law). The desired impact
time is selected as 50 s and the guidance gains for the proposed
law are selected as n = 1.7, p = 1.2 and q = 4.3. For compar-
ison, the optimal solutions are also obtained using the General

Pseudospectral Optimization Software under the same engage-
ment conditions. The associated performance index is defined
as the integral of the square of the control effort, i.e.,

J ¼ 0:5
R tf
t0
uðtÞ2dt. It is worth noticing that the guidance law

in Ref.23 is also derived by employing the optimal control
theory with jerk used as the guidance command. The
simulation results for this case are shown in Fig. 7.

From Fig. 7(a) and (b), it can be seen that both the
proposed guidance law and Lee’s law are able to steer the
missile to intercept the target at the desired impact time with
the designated impact angle. However, the generated homing
trajectories and heading angle histories are different. As can
be seen, the results obtained from the proposed ITA guidance
law with n= 1.7, p = 1.2 and q= 4.3 are quite similar to the

optimal solutions. Correspondingly, it can be observed from
Fig. 7(c) that the proposed ITA guidance law has the similar
acceleration history to the optimal solution and requires less

acceleration capability than Lee’s law. The values of the total
control effort (i.e., J) for the three cases are calculated, and the
results are given as follows:

Joptimal ¼ 7062:9; Jproposed ¼ 7543:2; JLee0s ¼ 10311:1

It can be found that the proposed ITA guidance law has
similar control cost to the optimal solution, and it is lower

than that of Lee’s law.

6.5. Case study for a constant velocity target with system
uncertainty

In realistic scenarios, the system response will be affected by
system uncertainties or external disturbances. For example,
the target’s instantaneous position that is measured by the sen-

sors will definitely contain noise, and thus, the information
cannot be known accurately. In the previous simulations, the
system uncertainty is not considered. In order to analyze the

effects of system uncertainty on the guidance system, the sim-
ulations in this subsection are performed with addition of mea-
surement noise in the target’s instantaneous position. The

target is assumed to be traveling at a constant velocity and
the acceleration is zero, which implies that the trajectory of
the target is a straight line. Without loss of generality, the noise

is assumed to be Gaussian noise. It is worth noticing that noise
in the target’s position would also lead to noise in other system
states such as the LOS angle, LOS range and time-to-go
estimation.



Fig. 6 Simulation results for different impact angles.

Fig. 7 Simulations results for comparative analysis.

Table 4 Impact time and angle errors for different impact

angle cases.

Impact angle (�) Impact time error (s) Impact angle error (�)

0 0.0028 0.0042

�30 0.0030 0.0117

�60 0.0033 0.0041
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First, the 1 m standard deviation noise case is considered
and the results are depicted in Fig. 8. From an inspection of
Fig. 8, the desired terminal constraints are all fulfilled. The

miss distance, impact angle error and impact time error are
0.0745 m, 0.0709� and 0.0521 s, respectively. Although the
noise has small effects on the resulting flight trajectory and

heading angle history, it does affect the acceleration command.
As can be seen, chattering in acceleration command is induced
near the time of interception. However, it should be noted that
it is an expected result because the uncertainty caused by the
noise in target’s position increases as the range between the

missile and target decreases.
In the sequel, different noise levels are studied, i.e., 2 m

standard deviation noise, 3 m standard deviation noise and

5 m standard deviation noise. These results are listed in
Table 5. As expected, the miss distance, impact angle error
and impact time error increase as the noise level increases.
However, these results are still acceptable as long as the size

of the target is much larger than the associated miss distance,
e.g., a modern warfare ship. The simulation results in this part
also verify the robustness of the proposed guidance law.

6.6. Case study for a maneuvering target with autopilot lag and

acceleration limit

The final set of simulations is performed with the ITA guid-
ance law applied to a maneuvering target scenario. Note that
the influences of the autopilot lag and acceleration limit are

also practically taken into consideration. The conditions for
the target can be found in Table 1. The desired impact time
is chosen as 60 s. With the assumption of a first-order lag sys-
tem, the achieved missile acceleration ua can be obtained as



Table 5 Results with different noise levels.

Noise level

(m)

Miss distance

(m)

Impact angle

error (�)
Impact time

error (s)

2 0.1949 0.1375 0.1526

3 0.9587 0.2614 0.3258

5 2.4618 0.7503 0.7460

Fig. 8 Results for a constant velocity target with system uncertainty.
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ua ¼ 1

ssþ 1
u ð45Þ

where s = 1/3 s is the time constant. The maximum lateral
acceleration that the missile can generate is bounded within
(�40, 40) m/s2. The results for this set of simulations are rep-

resented in Fig. 9. From an inspection of this figure, it can
be revealed that, even in the presence of autopilot lag and
acceleration limit, the miss distance can be reduced in the

vicinity of the maneuvering target while the exact impact time
and angle are still preserved. Besides, it can be seen that the tgo
Fig. 9 Simulation results for a maneuvering tar
calculation method (i.e., Eq. (40)) could provide accurate

results near the time of interception. These results also indicate
that the change in the acceleration command would not pro-
duce any significant effect on the guidance performance in

practical implementation.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a new impact time and angle guidance law has
been presented for homing missiles against both stationary
and maneuvering targets. To achieve the desired terminal

constraints, a trajectory reshaping process is introduced, and
it results in defining a specific polynomial function with two
unknown coefficients. These tuning coefficients can be analyt-
ically obtained, and thus, the closed-form guidance law for

both impact time and impact angle control is derived. Accord-
ing to the selection of guidance gains, the homing trajectory
can be shaped in relation to the operational conditions without

violation of the desired terminal constraints. The simulations
have revealed that the proposed guidance law is capable of
get with autopilot lag and acceleration limit.
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ensuring a successful interception with designated impact time
and angle even in the presence of large initial heading errors,
system lag and acceleration limit.
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